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SUMMARY
Surface wave studies in the 1960s provided the first indication that the upper mantle was radially
anisotropic. Resolving the anisotropic structure is important because it may yield information
on deformation and flow patterns in the upper mantle. The existing radially anisotropic models
are in poor agreement. Rayleigh waves have been studied extensively and recent models show
general agreement. Less work has focused on Love waves and the models that do exist are less
well-constrained than are Rayleigh wave models, suggesting it is the Love wave models that are
responsible for the poor agreement in the radially anisotropic structure of the upper mantle. We
have adapted the waveform inversion procedure of Debayle & Ricard to extract propagation
information for the fundamental mode and up to the fifth overtone from Love waveforms in the
50–250 s period range. We have tomographically inverted these results for a mantle horizontal
shear wave-speed model (β h (z)) to transition zone depths. We include azimuthal anisotropy
(2θ and 4θ terms) in the tomography, but in this paper we discuss only the isotropic β h (z)
structure. The data set is significantly larger, almost 500 000 Love waveforms, than previously
published Love wave data sets and provides ∼17 000 000 constraints on the upper-mantle β h (z)
structure. Sensitivity and resolution tests show that the horizontal resolution of the model is
on the order of 800–1000 km to transition zone depths. The high wave-speed roots beneath the
oldest parts of the continents appear to extend deeper for β h (z) than for β v (z) as in previous
β h (z) models, but the resolution tests indicate that at least parts of these features could be
artefacts. The low wave speeds beneath the mid-ocean ridges fade by ∼150 km depth except
for the upper mantle beneath the East Pacific Rise which remains slow to ∼250 km depth. The
resolution tests suggest that the low wave speeds at deeper depths beneath the East Pacific
Rise are not solely due to vertical smearing of shallow, low wave speeds. Four prominent,
low wave-speed features occur at transition zone depths—one aligned along the East African
Rift, one centred south of the Indian peninsula, one located south of New Zealand and one
in the south Pacific Ocean coinciding with the location of the South Pacific Superswell. The
low wave-speed features south of New Zealand and south of the Indian peninsula correspond
spatially with the two largest negative geoid lows on Earth.
Key words: Surface waves and free oscillations; Seismic anisotropy; Seismic tomography;
Cratons.
1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
Surface wave studies in the 1960s (e.g. Anderson 1961; Aki &
Kaminuma 1963; McEvilly 1964) provided the first indications that
the upper mantle was radially anisotropic; that is, the horizontal
shear wave velocity (β h (z)) is greater than the vertical shear wave
velocity (β v (z)). Resolving mantle anisotropic structure is important
because it may yield information on deformation patterns and flow
in the upper mantle (e.g. Montagner 2007; Becker et al. 2008). Much
effort has gone into extracting the radially anisotropic structure of
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the upper mantle (e.g. Montagner & Tantimoto 1991; Gung et al.
2003; Panning & Romanowicz 2006; Kustowski et al. 2008; Nettles
& Dziewoński 2008; Lekić & Romanowicz 2011; French et al.
2013; Auer et al. 2014; Moulik & Ekström 2014) and the largescale features of existing models do match between the models;
however, the finer scale structures show poorer agreement (Chang
et al. 2014).
Rayleigh waves have been studied extensively (e.g. Debayle
et al. 2005; Lekić & Romanowicz 2011; Ritsema et al. 2011;
Debayle & Ricard 2012; French et al. 2013; Priestley & McKenzie
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A global β h (z) model of the upper mantle
2 B U I L D I N G T H E Vsh U P P E R - M A N T L E
MODEL
2.1 The data

The data set used in building the 3-D upper-mantle β h (z) model consists of seismograms obtained from the IRIS and EIDA Data Management Centers for the years 1976–2015 for the permanent stations
of the Federation of Digital Seismographic Networks (FDSN) and
a large number of temporary seismographs. The locations of the
stations and events providing data for this study are plotted on
Fig. 1. Coverage is best in the Northern Hemisphere and gets progressively worse in the Southern Hemisphere (Figs B1 and B2).
We do not employ major arc-path data; we use seismograms with
propagation path lengths between 10◦ and 140◦ .
2.2 Examining the horizontal component noise
We select seismograms for inversion by first examining the signalto-noise ratio in a series of discrete period bands centred at 50, 75,
110, 165 and 250 s. We test the signal-to-noise ratio separately for
the north and east components by comparing the amplitude As within
the group velocity window of 3–7 km s−1 containing the surface
wave train, with the amplitude An in the group velocity window
2.5–3 km s−1 , for each period band. Waveforms with As /An > 3
for both horizontal components are accepted. If the waveform for
one component has a lower signal-to-noise ratio for a period band,
both components for that period band are rejected unless the high
single-to-noise component is naturally rotated close to transverse.
The gains of the two components are normalized and they are rotated
to obtain the transverse component seismogram.
2.3 Extracting and fitting the secondary observables
Extracting the secondary observables (Cara & Lévêque 1987) and
inverting them for the path average velocity structure follows closely
the method employed by Debayle & Ricard (2012) but adapted to
transverse component seismograms. The secondary observables are
measured using cross-correlation. Two synthetic seismograms are
calculated using an updated version of the DISPER80 code (Saito
1988). The first is a complete synthetic seismogram computed for
a model which is then updated at each iteration of the inversion.
This synthetic seismogram and the observed seismogram are crosscorrelated with a single mode synthetic seismogram computed for a
reference model (Fig. 2). The envelopes of these cross-correlograms
are filtered in the frequency passbands determined suitable in the
noise evaluation. The secondary variables picked are defined by
three samples, one at the peak of the envelope and two on either side
of the peak. The inversion minimizes the difference between these
observables for the complete synthetic seismogram of the updated
model and observed seismogram. The β h (z) model is updated by
adjusting the current model using the partial derivatives (Fig. 3) with
respect to the model parameter β h (z) and the attenuation calculated
using the equations in Takeuchi & Saito (1972). The instantaneous
phase of the cross-correlation is included in the inversion to adjust
the waveform fit.
The starting wave-speed model for the inversion and the reference wave-speed model for the cross-correlation are identical. They
consist of an a priori crustal model extracted from CRUST1.0 for
each path overlying an upper-mantle wave-speed model based on
PREM (Dziewoński & Anderson 1981) but with the 220 km discontinuities smoothed (Fig. 2). The reference model and the crust of the
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2013; Schaeffer 2013; Auer et al. 2014) and most recent models show reasonable agreement. Less work has focused on Love
waves and the models that do exist (e.g. Masters et al. 2000; Gung
et al. 2003; Zhou et al. 2005) are less well-constrained than are
Rayleigh wave models for several reasons. First, seismic data collected from horizontal seismographs are intrinsically more noisy
than are data recorded on vertical seismographs and the number
of Love wave measurements is significantly smaller than those
for Rayleigh waves; hence, the Love wave path coverage is less
dense compared to the Rayleigh wave path coverage, resulting in
a lower resolution for the Love wave model. Second, for the same
frequency, the Love wave fundamental mode, which has been measured in most past studies, has a shallower depth sampling than
does the same frequency fundamental mode Rayleigh wave. As a
result, Love waves are more sensitive to the crustal structure than are
Rayleigh waves; hence, the upper-mantle β h (z) wave-speed models are more susceptible to contamination from inaccuracies in the
crustal model than are β v (z) models. In addition, measurements
for lower frequency fundamental mode Love waves, compared
to Rayleigh waves, are necessary to cover the same depth range
in the Earth and these longer-period measurements are not often
available.
Because of these difficulties in making Love wave measurements, the resolution of the β h (z) models is lower than that for
the β v (z) models and, therefore, the radial anisotropy models are
only as good as the β h (z) models. Love and Rayleigh wave dispersion maps for the fundamental mode exist (e.g. Trampert &
Woodhouse 1995, 2000; Larson & Ekström 2001; Visser et al.
2007; Ekström 2011; Pasyanos et al. 2014) and Rayleigh wave
maps exist for some higher modes (van Heijst & Woodhouse 1997,
1999; Shapiro & Ritzwoller 2002; Beucler et al. 2003; Visser et al.
2007, 2008). Less work has been done on inverting Love wave
measurements for β h (z) models (Li & Romanowciz 1996; Mégnin
& Romanowicz 2000; Zhou et al. 2005) and most existing β h (z)
upper-mantle models are constrained using only fundamental mode
measurements.
This paper focuses on the isotropic β h (z) structure of the upper
mantle. The depth range between about 200 km where the sensitivity of the fundamental mode becomes weak and the transition zone where body wave sensitivity increases, has been a particularly opaque region for seismologists. Including higher mode
information allows stronger constraints on the β h (z) structure
in this depth range. The goal of this paper, improving knowledge of the upper-mantle β h (z) structure, is a prerequisite for
better defining the radially anisotropic structure of the upper
mantle.
In this study, we have adapted the Rayleigh wave inversion
routines of Debayle & Ricard (2012) so as to invert Love waveforms. We show that this procedure can recover velocity structure of the upper mantle to transition zone depths. The pathaverage β h (z) models are then combined into a 3-D model using the regionalization formulation of Debayle & Sambridge
(2004). Here, we discuss the Love wave data set, the analysis procedure, the effect of the crustal model, the depth sensitivity of the waveform inversion and resolution of the tomography. Although we have included both the 2θ and 4θ Love
wave azimuthal terms (Montagner & Nataf 1986) in the tomographic inversion, we concentrate on the isotropic β h (z) structure
of the Earth from Love wave inversions using information from
the fundamental mode and up to the fifth overtone for the period range of 50–250 s from ∼500 000 Love wave propagation
paths.
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inversion model remain fixed for each iteration of the inversion but
the mantle portion of the inversion model is updated at each stage
of the inversion. The source excitation required for generating the
synthetics is calculated using the expressions in Cara (1978) and
the moment tensor source description is taken from the global CMT
catalogue (Dziewoński et al. 1981; Ekström et al. 2012).
The criteria for successfully fitting the waveform are the same as
given in Debayle & Ricard (2012). The waveform fit is successful
if the secondary observables are fit, the inversion converges to a
unique model, and the observed Love waveform is well matched by
the final inversion synthetic waveform.

2.4 Extracting structure of the upper mantle
We extract information for the fundamental mode and the first five
overtones from the seismograms. Including overtones in the tomography not only constrains deeper structure better than does the
fundamental mode, the overtones improve resolution at shallower
depths. An advantage in using the Debayle & Ricard (2012) implementation of the Cara & Lévêque (1987) method over other
automated waveform inversion procedures is that it does not require separating the fundamental mode and overtones into unique
time windows before making the wave speed measurements since
the observed seismogram is modelled as a sum of interfering
modes.
We evaluate the ability to extract information for the uppermantle β h (z) structure by carrying out tests using synthetic seismograms. We compute sets of synthetic seismograms with a variety
of sources in three depth ranges: 10–50, 50–350 and 350–600 km.
We add real ground noise extracted at random time periods from
recordings of the North American station CCM of the US national
network. We invert the synthetic seismograms including noise once
using the CMT fault description, source-time function and location, and once with the CMT fault description, source-time function but with the PDE location. In some cases the CMT location

and origin time can be significantly different from the PDE location and origin time. We test the inversion results with the CMT
and PDE earthquake locations to evaluate the influence of potential source mislocation. The results for these tests are shown in
Figs 4(a)–(f). For each set of tests we have recovered the β h (z)
model which was used in computing the synthetic seismogram to
at least 700 km depth. The difference in mantle structure between
using the CMT and PDE locations in the inversion is small. Maggi
& Priestley (2005) showed that artefacts due to event mislocation
in the 3-D upper-mantle models were further minimized during the
tomography.
In constructing the waveform inversion starting and reference
models we have extracted the path average crustal model from
CRUST1.0. Although CRUST1.0 contains more crustal constraints
than older global crustal models, there are likely to be geographic
regions where the crustal structure of CRUST1.0 is inaccurate.
Bozdaĝ & Trampert (2008) have shown that errors in the crustal
correction can have a detrimental effect on the β h (z) model. To
assess the effect of errors in the a priori crust of the inversion starting and reference models on the final waveform inversion results,
we re-invert the synthetic seismograms discussed in the proceeding paragraphs but choose the a priori crust with approximately
5 per cent difference in wave speed (Figs 4g–h) or up to 10 km
difference in thickness from that used to compute the synthetic
seismograms (Fig. 4i). These are extremes as it is unlikely that the
crustal properties would be in error by as much as those assumed
over the whole of the surface wave propagation path. Even for the
most extreme crustal error in the inversion starting and reference
models there is little effect on the resulting mantle structure below ∼100 km depth. These tests demonstrate the level of error we
need to be aware of in interpreting the β h (z) model, but they do not
provide insight into lateral variations in resolution. In Appendix B,
we discuss additional tests to evaluate the resolution of the β h (z)
model.
Each waveform inversion yields a path-average wave speed
model and the path-average phase and group velocity dispersion. In
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Figure 1. Locations of the stations (blue triangles) and the events (red stars) whose seismograms were used in the inversion for the β h (z) upper-mantle model.
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3 T H E β h ( z) T O M O G R A P H I C M O D E L
In the second stage of the analysis we combine the path-average
wave speed models at each depth to produce a 3-D model of the
wave speed and azimuthal anisotropy using the regionalization formulation of Debayle & Sambridge (2004) based on Montagner
(1986). We refer to this model as CAM2016SH.

3.1 Clustering the paths

3.2 The regionalization

Figure 2. The radially anisotropic reference wave-speed model used in the
waveform inversion for the path average wave-speed models. This model
is based on PREM (Dziewoński & Anderson 1981) but with the 220 km
discontinuity smoothed. The 220 km discontinuity is smoothed in our reference model; if this was not the case this discontinuity would persist in the
waveform inversion and be carried through to the tomographic model as has
been done in some tomographic mantle models (e.g. Ritsema et al. 2011).

In the regionalization, we invert for the 3-D wave speed and azimuthal anisotropy (2θ and 4θ terms) model consistent with the
observed Love waveforms. For regularization in the tomographic
inversion we apply a correlation length Lc which imposes a correlation between neighbouring points using a Gaussian function. The
azimuthal variation for Love waves depends strongly on sin 4θ and
cos 4θ where θ is the azimuth of propagation (Smith & Dahlen
1973; Montagner & Nataf 1986). Good azimuthal path coverage is
required to resolve the 4θ terms and this azimuthal variation will
average out more easily when compared to Rayleigh waves which
primarily have a 2θ dependence. In this study, we set Lc to 400 km
in the shallower part of the mantle, to 600 km in the mid-upper
mantle and to 800 km in the deeper part of the mantle. A larger
Lc in the deeper mantle accounts for the decrease in path coverage
with depth. We examine the effect of the Lc length in Appendix A.
We solve for azimuthal anisotropy but in this paper concentrate on
discussing the isotropic parts of the β h (z) model.

addition, the waveform inversion provides an a posteriori covariance matrix Cm ,

4 T H E H O R I Z O N TA L S H E A R V E L O C I T Y
MODEL CAM2016SH

Cm = (I − R)Cm0

Fig. 5 shows maps of the β h (z) model at a number of upper-mantle
depths. We discuss the resolution of CAM2016SH in Appendix B.
Those tests and other tests not included show that the horizontal
resolution in our model varies with geographic location but is on
the order of 800–1000 km, meaning that, on average, two positive
wave-speed features separated by 800–1000 km are resolved. The
results shown in Fig. 5 need to be viewed alongside the resolution
figures in Appendix B and sensitivity tests shown in Fig. 4. There
is strong visual correlation between the variation in mantle wave
speed and surface tectonics at upper-mantle depths (200 km), but
this correlation decreases with increasing depth.
In the 100 km-depth map the Mid-Atlantic Ocean, Indian Ocean
and southern Pacific Ocean spreading ridges appear as a restricted,
slow wave-speed feature centred on the bathymetric expression of
the ridges. These slow wave speeds give way to fast wave speeds
away from the ridges over a few hundred kilometres as the plate
forms (Parsons & Sclater 1977). The upper mantle beneath the East
Pacific Rise shows as a broad, strong slow wave speed feature in the

where I is the identity matrix, R is the resolution matrix and Cm0 is
the a priori covariance matrix. The a priori and a posteriori errors
are obtained from the square root of the diagonal terms of Cm0
and Cm respectively. The a posteriori errors are close to the a priori
errors when the resolution is poor (R close to zero). The a posteriori
errors decrease when resolution increases and tend towards zero for
perfect resolution (R = I). If the a posteriori error is greater than
80 per cent of the a priori error (0.05 km s−1 in this study), we reject
that path for that depth as having poor resolution, thus ensuring that
our model is not contaminated by low resolution paths.
For the assembled data set, more than 475 000 independent paths
passed the waveform fitting and provide more than 17 000 000
constraints on upper-mantle structure. This is the total number of
envelope picks used in the inversions (which consist of three picks
per lobe on the cross-correlogram) in addition to the instantaneous
phase information for all the paths.
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We first cluster paths which have epicentres within a defined clustering radius and with receivers within a defined clustering radius,
assuming that these paths sample the same Earth structure. We use
a cluster radius of 200 km for both sources and receivers. This is
smaller for both events and stations than the size of the correlation length Lc (explained below). From each cluster, we select the
best-resolved path with the highest trace for the resolution matrix R
and use the a posteriori error to weight the path in the tomographic
inversion.
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100 km depth map with a transition from slow to fast wave speeds
toward the older portion of the Pacific Plate, similar to what has
been observed in Rayleigh wave models of the Pacific Plate (Forsyth
1977; Zhang & Tanimoto 1991; Ritzwoller et al. 2004; Priestley &
McKenzie 2006; Maggi et al. 2006; Priestley & McKenzie 2013).
By ∼200 km depth the low wave speeds associated with the MidAtlantic Ocean, Indian Ocean and southern Pacific Ocean spreading
ridges largely disappear but the low wave speeds associated with the

East Pacific Rise persist to as much as 250 km depth. Portions of the
Indian Ocean ridge fall in the poorest resolved part of CAM2016SH
but the East Pacific Rise is in a well-resolved region (Figs B1 and B2)
and the resolution tests shown in Figs B3 and B4 suggests that the
deeper, slow wave speeds observed beneath the East Pacific Rise are
not due solely to vertical smearing. There are some vestiges of the
high wave-speed features beneath the northwest Pacific at deeper
depths. The back arc basins of the western Pacific and the South
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Figure 3. Partial derivatives calculated for the reference model (Fig. 2) for the different modes and periods: 50 s (blue), 100 s (green), 140 s (red), 200 s
(turquoise) and 240 s (black).
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Figure 4. Subplots (a)–(f) evaluate the ability of the Cara-Léveq̂ue waveform inversion procedure to extract β h (z) mantle structure. Synthetic seismograms
were computed for various CMT source mechanisms and depths [(a,d) 10–50 km depth; (b,e) 50–300 km depth; (c,f) 350–600 km depth] for an input wavespeed model shown as the red line. Recorded ground noise was added to the synthetic seismograms and then the synthetic waveforms were inverted using
the procedure outlined in Section 2.3 using a starting and reference model (black line) different from the wave-speed model used to compute the synthetic
seismograms. The inversion results show that the method does satisfactorily retrieve structure to transition zone depths. The main discrepancies are in the
region of the 410 and 670 km transition zone discontinuities. This is a result of the vertical correlation length imposed in the waveform inversion. Subplots
(g)–(i) show the effect of using an incorrect a priori crustal correction. Subplot (g) shows the crust for the reference and starting model (black) with a different
wave-speed structure from that used in computing the synthetic seismograms (red). The structure of the crust is fixed during the waveform inversion procedure.
Subplot (h) shows the inversion result when the incorrect crustal wave speed is used for the reference and starting models. Subplot (i) shows the effect on
the mantle structure when the crustal thickness is in error. The variation in crustal thickness is not shown as we have merely stretched the crustal layers and
replaced the changes in the uppermost mantle layer with crustal material. In both cases, for an incorrect a priori crustal model, the main error in the inversion
results is at depths shallower than 100 km. The test of the crustal correction is an extreme as it is unlikely that CRUST1.0 is in error by as much as we have
used in these tests over the whole propagation path.
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Figure 5. β h (z) model CAM2016SH plotted at eight depths. Velocities are plotted as perturbations to the average velocity at that depth (denoted above the individual maps)—±10 per cent in the upper 250 km and
±3.5 per cent for 350 and deeper depths. This change in scale is qualitatively justified as the resolution test shows that there is a decrease in the recovered amplitude with increasing depth. The maps are for the
tomographic inversion with a correlation length of 400 km for depths 150 km or less, 600 km for the 200 and 250 km depth maps and 800 km at deeper depths. Plate margins are plotted as green lines and hot spots
are denoted by red circles.
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wave-speed feature within the transition zone which closely coincides with the geoid low between New Zealand and Antarctica
(Sutherland et al. 2010). The other notable transition zone feature is
the large low wave-speed region south of India coinciding with the
Indian Ocean geoid low, the most prominent negative geoid feature
on Earth.

5 C O R R E L AT I O N W I T H O T H E R
β h ( z) M O D E L S
A number of radially anisotropic upper-mantle models have been developed (e.g. Zhou et al. 2005; Kustowski et al. 2008; Panning et al.
2010; Lekić & Romanowicz 2011; French et al. 2013; Auer et al.
2014; Chang et al. 2014; Moulik & Ekström 2014). Here, we compare our β h (z) upper-mantle model CAM2016SH with four recent
β h (z) upper-mantle models: FFSW1 (Zhou et al. 2005), S362ANI
(Kustowski et al. 2008), SAW642ANb (Panning et al. 2010) and
SEMum2 (French et al. 2013). The first of these is a β h (z) model
whereas the later three are radial anisotropic (ξ ) model from which
we have extracted the β h (z) component using the relationships between the ξ model and β h (z) given in those papers. There have not
been any detailed discussions of the resolution for these models.
The resolution of CAM2016SH is discussed in Appendix B.
Model FFSW1 (Zhou et al. 2005) employs finite-frequency tomography using 3-D Born sensitivity kernels and inverts ∼12 000
Love and Rayleigh dispersion fundamental measurements in the 5–
15 mHz frequency range. The dispersion measurements were made
for minor arc (G1,R1), major arc (G2,R2) as well as multiple orbits (G3,G4,R3,R4). Model S362ANI (Kustowski et al. 2008) is
calculated from surface wave and body wave measurements. The
upper mantle is constrained mainly by the surface wave information. Fundamental mode Love waves were inverted using a period
range of 35–150 s. A total of ∼55 000 paths were employed in their
study. CRUST2.0 (Bassin et al. 2000) is used for crustal corrections.
The model is expanded into 362 spherical splines, equivalent to a
spherical harmonic expansion up to degree 18.
SAW642ANb (Panning et al. 2010) is derived using a non-linear
asymptotic coupling theory (NACT; Li & Romanowicz 1995) including fundamental and higher mode information. This theory is
based on normal modes which attempt to account for mode coupling and finite frequency effects of surface waves and body waves.
Crustal properties are included in the inversion. The shortest period
included in the SAW642ANb model is 60 s. The longest period
is dependent on the magnitude of the earthquake and ranges from
220 to 3600 s. However, the path coverage in this model is low
with only 21 101 Love wave paths. The model is expanded up to
degree 24. Finally, model SEMum2 is a ‘hybrid’ spectral element
method model. Unlike other spectral element models which use a
full 3-D numerical calculation for the synthetic seismogram and
Fréchet kernels (e.g. Fichtner et al. 2008; Bozdaĝ et al. 2011; Colli
et al. 2013), SEMum2 uses a spectral element method to calculate synthetic seismograms and NACT to calculate the sensitivity
kernels, making it faster than conventional full waveform inversion techniques. Short period group velocity dispersion maps are
included to constrain the crustal structure. However, the method is
still computationally intensive and a total of 13 192 Love wave fundamental mode wavepackets and ∼14 000 overtone wavepackets
were inverted in a period range from 60 s. The anisotropic part of
SEMum2 is expanded up to degree 24.
Chang et al. (2014) found that there are more discrepancies
between the published radial anisotropy models than there are
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Pacific super-swell (McNutt & Judge 1990) show as slow wavespeed features in the 100 and 150 km depth map and are still visible
in the 200 km-depth map but disappear by 250 km depth.
The high wave-speed signature of the cratons is well defined
in the shallow depth maps (Figs 5a and b) and for some cratons
the high wave speeds persist down to ∼350 km. The exceptions
are the South Indian shield and the North China craton, neither
of which has a deep, high wave-speed β h (z) root. The cratonic
roots extend somewhat deeper in the CAM2016SH models than
they do in the comparable β v (z) models (Debayle & Ricard 2012;
Priestley & McKenzie 2013). Gung et al. (2003) suggest that roots
of continental shields appear deeper in β h (z) models than they do
in β v (z) models due to radial anisotropy arising from present-day
asthenospheric flow aligning the mineral fabric leading to the strong
fast β h (z) signature. Without the resolution tests (Figs B5–B8) we
might draw the same conclusion. CAM2016SH is constrained by
almost an order of magnitude more data than the model discussed
in Gung et al. (2003) and the results of the resolution tests in
Appendix B suggest that deeper high wave-speed features beneath
some of the cratons may be an artefact and call into question this
earlier idea that the deeper β h (z) signature compared to β v (z) is due
to radial anisotropy resulting from present-day asthenospheric flow.
The underthrusting of the Indian Plate beneath Tibet in the
Eurasian collision zone is distinguishable in the model at depths
down to ∼350 km. The high wave speeds of the South Indian Shield
are clear at 100 km depth but are less clear by 150 km depth and
have largely disappeared by 200 km depth, much shallower than
most of the other cratons. This is consistent with Rayleigh wave
studies which show that the South Indian Shield has a relatively
shallow root (Mitra et al. 2006; Priestley et al. 2008). Interestingly,
the synthetic test (Fig. B7) for India does not show as strong a high
wave speed artefact in the upper mantle as observed in the tests
for the other cratons. The alignment of the mineral fabric proposed
by Gung et al. (2003) is related to the strains induced by the moving plates and this in turn is related to the translation speed of the
plate. Australia and India are the two fastest moving plates containing continents and while the Australian craton does show the deep,
high wave-speed root, the India plate – moving almost as fast –
does not give further credence to the possibility that the high wave
speeds seen at greater depths beneath most cratons in the β h (z)
models might be related to model artefacts. North of Tibet high
wave speeds occur at 100 km depth beneath the Tien Shan Mountains. The slow Tibetan wave speeds to the north of India seen in
the 100 km-depth map become fast by 150 km depth and extend to
at least 350 km depth, similar to what is observed in many Rayleigh
wave models (e.g. Priestley et al. 2008; Ritsema et al. 2011).
At 100 km depth the region of the Afar plume and the region
surrounding the Red Sea are slow and this slow feature extends
northward to the Caucasus Mountains and then across the Anatolian Plateau. By 150 km depth the region beneath Anatolia is fast but
the low wave-speed feature extending from Afar to the Caucasus
persists to 200 km depth. At deeper depths this low velocity feature which appears to extend into the upper-mantle transition zone
becomes more restricted to the region beneath the East African
Rift. The most pronounced feature at deeper depths (>350 km) are
the strong, low wave-speed anomalies roughly coinciding with the
South Pacific Superswell and beneath the triple junction South of
New Zealand. The low wave-speed feature spatially associated with
the South Pacific Superswell extends through the upper-mantle transition zone but is more restricted in area as suggested by Niu et al.
(2002), rather than a feature of broad lateral extent as postulated
at shallower depths (McNutt & Judge 1990). There is a broad low
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similarities. As β v (z) upper-mantle models show a very good agreement, in some cases up to wavelengths of 650 km in the uppermost
mantle (Debayle & Ricard 2012), it is likely that the observed discrepancies in radial anisotropy comes from differences in β h (z)
models. We compare our β h (z) model (A) with published β h (z)
models (B) using the following relationship:

l
m m∗
m=−l Al Bl
(1)
C(l) =
S A (l)S B (l)

∗
where S A (l) = lm=−l Alm Alm is the spectra for model A, Alm is the
spherical harmonic coefficient at degree l and azimuthal order m for
model A, and likewise for model B. We calculate the correlation at
depths of 100, 150, 200, 250, 350, 450, 550 and 610 km.
Fig. 6 shows the correlation between CAM2016SH and the published models. Due to the parametrization used in these models,
we truncate the analysis to degree 20 for FFSW1, to degree 18 for
S362ANI and degree 24 for SAW642ANb and SEMum2. At 100 km
depth, CAM2016SH and FFSW1 correlate above the 95 per cent
confidence level up to ∼degree 15; CAM2016SH and S362ANI

correlate above the 95 per cent confidence level to ∼degree 18;
CAM2016SH and SAW642ANb correlate above the 95 per cent
level to ∼degree 20; and CAM2016SH and SEMum2 correlate
above 95 per cent up to ∼degree 24. At 150 km depth CAM2016SH
correlates with all of the published models above 66 per cent below ∼degree 15. SEMum2 and SAW642ANb remain mostly above
the 66 per cent confidence level up to degree 24, S362ANI is correlated with CAM2016SH up to degree 18 and FFSW1 falls below
the 66 per cent confidence level above degree 15. At these depths
the structure in all of the models is primarily constrained by fundamental mode surface waves and it is not that surprising that the
models correlate well with each other at lower degrees. At higher
harmonic degree the spatial resolution depends on path coverage,
the theory used, the parametrization and the regularization.
At 200 and 250 km the fundamental mode sensitivity drops off
and the sensitivity of the higher modes start to dominate. At these
depths CAM2016SH correlates with S362ANI above 95 per cent
below degree 8-10. SAW642ANb and SEMum2 correlate with
CAM2016SH above 66 per cent below degree 14. At 350 km,
FFSW1 remains above the 66 per cent correlation level up to
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Figure 6. Correlations computed between CAM2016SH and models FFSW1 (green), S362ANI (in red), SAW642ANb (in blue) and SEMum2 (in grey).
Significance levels of 95 per cent (dotted) and 66 per cent (dashed) are plotted.

A global β h (z) model of the upper mantle

6 S U M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
This paper presents a new global β h (z) model CAM2016SH for the
upper mantle obtained from a new data set analysed by a technique
not previously applied to Love waves. To derived CAM2016SH we
have adapted the procedure of Debayle & Ricard (2012), based on
the waveform inversion technique of Cara & Lévêque (1987), so
as to analyse horizontal component seismograms. We have applied
this analysis method to a new, large, multimode Love wave data set.
We have carried out extensive resolution tests for CAM2016SH and
these tests suggest that we are able to resolve 800–100 km features
to transition zone depths.
At shallow (200 km) depths the features in CAM2016SH match
well with surface tectonics and geological features and correspond
well with features seen in other β h (z) models and in β v (z) models—
low wave speeds for the mid-ocean ridge system, backarc basins
and tectonically active regions on the continents, and high wave
speed areas of the continents and the old ocean basins. The low
wave speeds beneath the mid-ocean ridges fade by ∼150 km depth
except for the upper mantle beneath the East Pacific Rise which
remains slow to ∼250 km depth. The resolution tests suggest that
these low wave speeds beneath the East Pacific Rise are not solely
due to smearing of shallow, low wave speeds to deeper depths.
The situation is different at deeper depths. A comparison of
CAM2016SH with a number of published Love wave-based models
and a comparison between the published models among themselves
shows poor agreement in structures at depths greater than 250 km.
In CAM2016SH at deeper depths, to ∼350 km, we observe fast
wave speeds persisting beneath many but not all of the continental
shields. This is deeper than the high wave-speed signature of the
shields observed in the β v (z) upper-mantle models. The deeper high
wave-speed signature of the shields in CAM2016SH fits well with
observations made by Gung et al. (2003) who suggest that this may
be caused by radial anisotropy that develops from present day flow
beneath these cratons. However, CAM2016SH is based on a much
larger data density than the previously published upper-mantle models based on Love wave data, and resolution tests for CAM2016SH

show that the high wave-speed signature of the shields observed in
the β h (z) models may be an artefact.
Four prominent, low wave-speed features occur in CAM2016SH
at transition zone depths—one aligned along the East African Rift,
one centred south of the Indian peninsula, one located south of
New Zealand and one in the south Pacific Ocean coinciding with
the South Pacific Superswell. The low wave-speed features south of
New Zealand and south of the Indian peninsula correspond spatially
with the two largest negative geoid lows on the Earth.
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APPENDIX A: THE EFFECT
O F C O R R E L AT I O N L E N G T H
The choice of correlation length Lc depends on the overall path
coverage of the model. In order to regularize regions where path
coverage is poorer, a larger value of Lc is necessary. However,
large values of Lc also tend to smooth out small-scale variations in
structure. We have chosen to use an increasing correlation length
with increasing depth, reflecting the decrease in path coverage with
depth. We use Lc = 400 km at the shallower depths (≤150 km) to
avoid smoothing out smaller-scale structures at these depths, but Lc
= 600 km at intermediate depths (200–250 km) and Lc = 800 km
at deeper depths (>350 km). Fig. A1 shows the tomography models at three representative depths determined with different values
of Lc .

in the tomographic inversion building CAM2016SH. Path density
and azimuthal coverage for each depth are plotted in Figs B1 and B2.
The number of paths gradually falls with increasing depth because
sensitivity at these depths for the fundamental mode decreases and
for deeper depths the model is largely constrained by the higher
modes data. Coverage is good in the northern hemisphere, especially across Asia and North America. The poorest coverage is for
the southwest Indian Ocean and Antarctica. Although the southern
hemisphere is less well covered due to a smaller number of seismographs, we still achieved a path coverage of greater than 50 paths
per 4◦ × 4◦ cell for the southern Hemisphere.
We conduct synthetic tests to evaluate the resolution of
CAM2016SH for specific features observed in the model. We compute synthetic seismograms using modal summation including the
fundamental and up to the fifth overtone for all propagation paths
used in constraining the model. The mantle model used in computing the synthetic seismograms for the resolution tests consists
of the same laterally uniform reference mantle model used in the
waveform inversion with a number of cylindrical perturbations
of varying radii and thickness placed at various geographic locations corresponding to features seen in CAM2016SH and other
β h (z) tomographic models. The radii, thickness and strength of the
cylinders are chosen to roughly correspond to the features they are
meant to represent. We have added real ground noise to the synthetic
seismograms before inverting them.
We make measurements on the synthetic seismograms for the
same frequencies and modes as for the actual data used in building model CAM2016SH. We then invert these measurements using
the inversion procedure as outlined in Section 2. The information
constraining the synthetic model will, therefore, be essentially the
same as that constraining CAM2016SH. As in the development of
model CAM2016SH, the horizontal correlation length is 400 km
for the tests at 100-150 km depth, 600 km correlation for 200–
250 km depth, and 800 km correlation for deeper depths. Tests such
as these and other resolution tests not shown here give a realistic
assessment of the vertical and horizontal resolution in various parts
of the model. The tests suggests that the horizontal resolution of
CAM2016SH is 800–1000 km even in areas with poor path coverage. In particular, these tests and those of Section 2.4 show that we
do resolve features like the base of the cratons and structure within
the mantle transition zone.

APPENDIX B: MODEL
R E S O LU T I O N T E S T

A P P E N D I X C : M O D E L C O M PA R I S O N

The resolution of model CAM2016SH depends on the path density,
frequency content, modal makeup of the measurements, regularization, parametrization and on the theory used in the modelling. Our
waveform inversion approach assumes propagation along the great
circle, without mode coupling. This is commonly assumed for long
period surface waves and the uses of this simple theory provide
the advantage of allowing the automated treatment of millions of
seismograms, which would not be possible with more sophisticated
theories. Because we assume great-circle propagation we do not
include major arc or multi-orbit data. The waveform inversion provides a path average shear velocity model and a posteriori error for
each seismogram and at each depth which allow us to determine
if the inverted shear velocity is well resolved. Paths which poorly
constrain the wave speed structure at a given depth are not included

In Section 5, we compute the correlation between our model and
four published β h (z) models for the upper mantle. That comparison
showed relatively high correlation at shallow depths (<200 km) to
about spherical degree 20 but that the correlation became significantly worse with increasing depth and higher spherical degree.
Fig. C1 shows a similar comparison between three previously published β h (z) models. The correlation between these models is similar to that shown in Fig. 6; that is, relatively high correlation at
shallow depths (<200 km) to about spherical degree 20 but poorer
correlation with increasing depth and spherical degree. This lack
of correlation between the various β h (z) models for the upper mantle suggests that the β h (z) structure between the shallow upper
mantle and the transition zone is yet to be well constrained with
confidence.
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Figure A1. The tomography model at three depths, 100, 250 and 450 km, using Lc = 400, 600 and 800 km. The features observed in the 100 km deep, Lc
= 800 km map are well defined and visually correlate with tectonic features—ridges, backarc basins, cratons, etc. These features become better defined and
remain stable when Lc is decreased to 600 and 400 km. This is not the case for the deeper maps. At 250 km depth, the features in the Lc = 800 km map remain
stable in the Lc = 600 km map but begin to break up in the Lc = 400 km map. At 450 km depth, features look stable in the Lc = 800 km map but begin to break
up in the Lc = 600 km depth map. In examining these and similar maps at intervening depths, we have chosen to use Lc = 400 for 100 and 150 km depth,
Lc = 600 km for the 200 and 250 km maps, and Lc = 800 km for the maps at deeper depths.
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Figure B1. Density for the paths per 4◦ × 4◦ cell constraining the tomographic model CAM2016SH at each depth. Coverage is good in the Northern Hemisphere; the Southern Hemisphere coverage is less good
owing to the smaller number of seismographs but is still better than ∼20 paths in the vicinity of the South Pole.
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Figure B2. Voronoi maps showing the azimuthal coverage of the paths constraining the tomographic model CAM2016SH at each depth. The Voronoi cells in this figure display the smallest spatial region for which
there is sufficient azimuthal coverage to resolve the 4θ term for Love waves. The azimuthal coverage is excellent for the Northern Hemisphere and much of the Southern Hemisphere. The azimuthal coverage is less
good for Antarctica and poor for the southwestern Indian Ocean.
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Figure B4. Resolution tests for the Indian Ocean Ridge. The format for this figure is the same as for Fig. B3.
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Figure B3. Resolution tests for the East Pacific Rise. The spatial extent of the input cylinders is denoted by the red circles in the 100 km depth map and the
red rectangles in the cross-sections.
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Figure B5. Resolution test for the African region. This test consists of three high-wave-speed cylinders representing the West African, Congo and Kalahari
cratons and two low-wave-speed cylinders representing the Darfur and Afar hot spots. The format for this figure is the same as for Fig. B3.
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Figure B7. Resolution tests for Asia. The format for this figure is the same as for Fig. B3.
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Figure B6. Resolution tests for the Australian region. The format for this figure is the same as for Fig. B3.
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Figure B8. Resolution tests for the North America region. The format for this figure is the same as for Fig. B3.
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Figure C1. Correlations computed between S362ANI and SAW642ANb (black), between S362ANI and SEMum2 (red), between S362ANI and FFSW1
(green), between SAW642ANb and SEMum2 (blue), between SAW642ANb and FFSW1 (purple) and between SEMum2 and FFSW1 (grey). Correlations with
S362ANI are truncated up to degree 18 and correlations with FFSW1 are truncated up to degree 20. Significance levels of 95 per cent (dotted) and 66 per cent
(dashed) are plotted.

